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Abstract
This study explores the relationships among student performance prior to instruction, the problems students are assigned, and performance after instruction in fourth-grade mathematics. I
argue that one way to describe the curriculum is
to document the problems that students are assigned. The utility of this approach was tested by
recording all problems assigned during a full
school year to a sample of 204 children in 9 classrooms, in 5 schools. The findings revealed that
fourth-grade students typically are assigned many
problems throughout the year that they know how
to solve before entering the fourth grade. The
types of problems assigned varied considerably
across the 9 classes, and both problem coverage
and student entry levels contributed to the variance in year-end performance. The effect of coverage was explored further by comparing 2 classes
with identical entry scores. Results indicated that
assigning challenging material may lead to notable gains on a test of fourth-grade mathematics
(which was created to reflect the types of problems found in the 9 classes' mathematics texts).
The implication of these results for possible modification of mathematics curricula is discussed.
In the present study, I attempted to find
measures that would reflect the learning environment as students experienced it. Numerous studies have pointed out that teachers spend relatively
little time either
interpreting or explaining material to children (see Barr, 1985; Doyle, 1983; Good,
Grouws, & Ebmeier, 1983; Shulman, 1986).
Instead, most class time that is allocated to
mathematics instruction is spent having children solve problems at their seats or at the
board, either out loud or silently; typically,
less than half of class time is spent in direct
didactic interaction. Considering that most
of children's experience with mathematics
involves contact with new problems or re-
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doing problems that they have already solved,
it is important to examine the problemsstudents work. Neither how much nor how well
the students actually listen to a teacher's explanations can be accurately assessed, but
whether or not the students solve the assigned problems can be documented (as
confirmed by classroom observation and interviews with teachers, who often require
students to finish uncompleted class assignments for homework). In short, the purpose
of the present study was to investigate the
problems that students were assigned from
their mathematics texts and the influence of
problem assignment on learning outcomes.
Two approaches previously have been
used to guide studies of how children learn
mathematical concepts: one stems from the
cognitive science tradition and the other
from analyses of classrooms. Each of these
traditions has both strengths and weaknesses.
Work that has come out of the cognitive
science tradition provides, for example, descriptions of how children develop basic
number concepts (e.g., Gelman & Gallistel,
1978), how children choose among available
problem-solving strategies (e.g., Siegler,
1986), what components children need to
solve a problem (Carpenter, Moser, & Romberg, 1982), what distinguishes novice from
expert problem solving (e.g., Schoenfeld,
1985; Silver, 1985), and of how the learner's
current strategies interact with new information (Perry, Church, & Goldin-Meadow,
1987). However, work in the cognitive science tradition has not been well integrated
with what we know about classrooms, and it
is important to investigate learning in the
context in which it often occurs-the classroom. In general, the context in which
learning occurs has often been overlooked
in work that has examined the processes by
which individuals learn (these "processes"
include memory, problem solving, etc). Constraints of the learning environment (including, e.g., the frequency of presentation
of certain types of content, the familiarity
of the instructional materials, etc.) are es-

sential to consider because learning always
occurs within a particular learning environment (see Blumenfeld, Mergendoller, &
Swarthout, 1987; Doyle, 1983). In other
words, characteristics of a learner may actually be characteristics of the learner within
a particular context.
As an example of this problem, consider
the influential work by Riley, Greeno, and
Heller (1983). Riley et al. studied individual
problem-solving processes and focused on
mathematical word problems. They developed a scheme for classifying word problems
and used this scheme to test the difficulty of
various types of word problems. This work
is helpful in that it describes possible types
of word problems that children may encounter. However, Riley et al.'s model cannot demonstrate why one particular problem type might be more complicated than
another type because it examines only one
dimension that may contribute to complexity (semantic presentation) and does not rule
out other possible contributors. Because Riley et al. do not indicate how frequently children come into contact with the various
problem types (through problem assignment
and/or direct instruction), one cannot determine whether children perform poorly on
some problem types because they have not
had contact with these types, whether these
problem types are conceptually more complex, or even whether conceptual complexity might play a role in inhibiting exposure
to those problem types (Stigler, Fuson, Ham,
& Kim, 1986). A next step is to extend Riley
et al.'s model, as well as models that others
have discussed (see Resnick, 1976), to include more detailed accounts of the context
in which children learn.
Research on classroom effects adds to
our knowledge of factors that play a role in
students' learning of mathematical concepts. Much of the research on classrooms
is designed to illuminate how instruction is
carried out and, by implication, where instruction may be lacking and also how it
might be improved. The process-product
model (e.g., Dunkin & Biddle, 1974) has been
MARCH 1988
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influential in this line of research. Work
based on this model examines classroom
processes and then relates them to educational outcomes or "products." Overt
teacherbehaviors(suchas workinga sample
problem)are measuredand then correlated
with resultson a student outcome measure,
often a standardizedachievementtest.
The underlyingassumptionhere is that
learningis a functionof teacheractivity.With
this assumptionit is understandablethat research is designed to provide detailed accounts of classroomactivities,especiallyof
the teacher'sbehavior,and to correlatethese
with student outcomes; the higher the correlations, the more support for this particular model. For example, manyresearchers
have shown that providingdirect, clear instruction appears to be related to achievement gains for low-SES classes (Brophy &
Evertson,1974; Dunkin&Biddle, 1974; Rosenshine, 1976; Soar, 1973; Stallings& Kaskowitz, 1974). This work suggests that
teacherbehaviorshave a direct influenceon
studentlearning;however,it is apparentthat
the process-productmodel cannot tell the
whole story.
The content that teachers and students
interactaboutalso shouldbe considered(see
Berliner, 1979; Shulman,1986). Classroom
studies tend to be impreciseabout the content that children are exposed to and, in
turn, about the context in which children
learn.Thatis, studentsinteractnot only with
the teachers (which the process-product
model states explicitly)but also with curricular materials,and it is likelythat curricular
materialsare confounded with type of instruction.A second critique of the processproduct model is that scores on standardized achievement tests are not necessarily
the best measureof instructionaloutcomes.
Scores on such tests often do not directly
measurewhetherstudentshavelearnedwhat
has been taught (Brophy, 1982). Measures
that take into account the specific content
that students are taught may be more sensitive and more sensible measures of instructional outcomes. Ultimately, researchers

415

should study not only classroom processes
and individual learners but also the constraints that the learning environment(the
classroom) places on learners and constraints that learners place on their own
learning environments.An interim goal of
the present study was to examine the specific
content that teachers and students interact
about and to use this information in designing a curriculum-sensitive outcome measure.

The implemented curriculum (i.e., the
content that teachers present to students)
can be documented. For example, the InternationalEducationalAssessment(IEA;see
Travers et al., 1985) measured the implemented curriculumby using teachers'evaluations of whether they had provided instruction on a particularitem and of the
number of class periods devoted to specific
subtopics. Although this index addresses
some of the concernsthatwere raisedearlier
(e.g., whatthe studentis workingon), it does
not elucidateadequatelythe relationshipbetween student activitiesand student outcomes. Specifically,the IEA does not cover
the complete range of topics that could be
covered in the fourth-grade mathematics
curriculum.(Additionally,as Brophy, 1982,
has pointed out, merely asking teachers to
indicate whether a topic was introduced is
not necessarilyreliable, nor can this tell us
anythingabout the students'reactionsto instruction.)Yet another way to measurethe
implemented curriculumis to observe the
work that students are doing and infer the
curriculum. Describing the mathematical
problems students solve also could serve as
a measure of the implementedcurriculum
(alsosee Barr,Dreeben, &Wiratchai,1983).
The purpose of this study was to ask a
series of questionsabout individuallearning
in fourth-grademathematics:(1)Whatproblems do nine fourth-gradeteachers assign?
(2) How does children's initial knowledge
affect what problems teachers assign? (3)
What are the relative effects of students' initial knowledge and of problems assigned
during the fourth grade on students' learn-
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ing? The measures used in this study are
based on the problems that nine fourth-grade
teachers actually assigned throughout the
academic year. This investigation departs
from most previous work in that it uses assigned mathematics problems as the independent measure of exposure to mathematical concepts rather than topics in the
text (which are not always covered in the
classroom) or the type of presentation the
teacher provided (e.g., abstract or concrete;
cf. Winne, 1979).

Several ways of measuring the assigned
problems were possible. One way to describe
the assigned problems would have been
merely to count all assigned problems. However, it became clear that the variety of topics that teachers covered could not be captured if all that was known was the total
number of problems assigned. Therefore, a
coding system was needed. Other coding systems for elementary mathematics curricula
had been developed (e.g., Freeman et al.,
1983), and initially attempts were made to
use these systems to code the assigned problems. However, these systems did not fit the
data we were collecting. For example, Freeman et al.'s system is based on a 14 X 14
matrix, allowing for 14 operations and 14
different types of materials. This matrix is
reproduced for three different "general intent" dimensions: promoting conceptual
understanding, developing skills, and using
applications. This system also allows the encoding of whether a problem is presented
with or without pictures. In other words,
each problem to be considered had to be
placed in one of 1,176 cells (14 X 14 X 3
X 2). As attempts were made to use this
system, it became apparent that the system
was unclear as to which dimension was the
best for many different problems (e.g.,
Should a measurement problem be coded
under conceptual understanding, skill, or
application, when it potentially involved all
3?). It was often tempting to code a problem
in several different ways, and at times an
appropriate cell could not be found for a
particular item (e.g., some measurement
problems could not be classified as any one
of the 14 operations). I decided that more
heuristic value could be gained by tailoring
a coding system to the problems assigned by
the teachers in the present sample, and
therefore a new coding scheme was developed.
The new scheme incorporated all of the
problems assigned and categorized them into
meaningful topics; that is, the coding scheme
represented both the diversity of problems
assigned and what the teachers and texts may

Method
Subjects
The 204 students in the sample came
from nine classrooms in five schools in a
large metropolitan area. Two ethnically diverse classrooms were from a school located
in the inner city. Four classrooms were from
two other schools located in a predominantly white, working-class suburb; one of
these schools contained a large Hispanic
population. The remaining three classes were
from two schools located in an affluent, allwhite suburb. Although the sample is small
and is in no way representative of American
classrooms, the sample of classrooms nonetheless is diverse and therefore may allow
insight into learning among children from
various groups.
The classificationscheme
Information concerning the assigned
problemswas gathered directly from teachers' daily plan books. This information was
used to determine what mathematics the students were exposed to primarily because a
majority of the time spent in mathematics
classes was devoted to solving assigned problems (in the nine participating classes) and
all teachers in the present study recorded all
assigned problems in their daily plan books.
The activities that children were involved in
during mathematics classes validated the use
of assigned problems as the appropriate unit
of analysis to examine children's mathematical experience (for a description of the activities, see Procedures below).

MARCH 1988
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have had in mind as a topic (i.e., problems
that were assigned together were treated as
similar problems). In an effort to develop a
coding scheme for fourth-grade mathematics problems, all four of the fourth-grade
mathematics textbooks used by the nine
teachers in the study were reviewed and a
list of different problem types was formulated. These types were then grouped into
topics, based on the way they were treated
in the textbooks. For example, multiplication facts (i.e., problems requiring the multiplication of a single-digit number times another single-digit number) tended to be
presented on the same page, as problems
that asked for the product of a single digit
times 10. Therefore, the topic of "simple
multiplication" encompassed slightly more
than what is traditionally thought of as multiplication facts (a single-digit number times
a single-digit number) by including all multiplication problems up through 10 X 10.
Although the coding system began as a
long list of topics, only the major distinctions were maintained in the final analyses.
Original categories were collapsed when it
became apparent that the teachers who assigned the problems did not observe certain
distinctions. As an illustration, the classfication scheme originally distinguished between different presentations of comparable
problems: (a) symbolic problems (e.g., 3 X
4 =

_);

(b) problems in which the solution

equation was different from the problem
equation

(e.g., 3 X

=

12); (c) word

problems (e.g., 3 men each had 4 apples;
how many apples in all?); and (d) picture
problems. However, after the first few
months of assigned problems were coded, it
became apparent that most of the problems
were symbolic (93%), and therefore distinctions among different presentations were
dropped. In general, categories of problem
types were left intact when all of the following criteria were satisfied: (1) more than one
teacher covered the problem type, (2) children were assigned many problems of the
problem type (at least 100 problems per
teacher on average), and (3) teachers and
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textbooks tended to treat the problem type
as a single unit of instruction. Interrater
agreement for the coding scheme was .98
between two independent coders, and all
discrepancies were discussed and resolved.
The classification scheme is presented in
the Appendix. The categories are collapsed
into 11 "topics," and the number of problems of each type that appeared on the 50item entry-level and year-end tests (to be discussed below) appears in parentheses after
the description of the problem types.
The subtopics were derived from the
textbooks alone rather than from the actual
curriculum taught because the entry-level
test had to be given to students beforeI knew
what curriculum they would be exposed to.
Therefore, the entry-level and year-end tests
were meant to measure understanding of an
idealized curriculumand not the actual curriculum.
Procedures
At the beginning of the school year, the
students took an entry-level test consisting
of 50 items, each of which could be classified
as one of the subtopic problem types (see
the Appendix). The test was administered to
entire classes and no time limit was imposed.
The year-end test was an alternate form
of the entry-level test. It was administered
in a similar manner and was given approximately 3 weeks before the close of the school
year, typically the last week in May. Testretest reliability between the two forms was
measured with an independent sample of 90
fourth- and fifth-grade students and was
found to be .88 for the entire test.
In addition, an observer was present for
eight mathematics periods. (Five different
observers were present to observe in each
of the five schools.) The observations were
spread out over the school year. The observers wrote a running narration of instructional activities, and the activities were later
coded in the following categories: explanations, recitation and questions-and-answers,
work check (i.e., correction of homework and
seatwork problems), supervised seatwork,
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unsupervised seatwork, and noninstructional interaction (including transitions, directions, and interruptions). These categories are described more fully elsewhere
(see Barr, 1988, in this issue). The mean proportion of time that each class was involved
in various instructional activities was determined. An average of 36% of all class time
was devoted to having children solve assigned mathematics problems individually
(i.e., doing seatwork); 22% of class time was
spent in drill or "recitation," which typically
involved having the whole class work examples of the assigned problems orally; and
an additional 11% was spent checking work.
In other words, across classes, children spent
over two-thirds of the average class period
solving assigned problems; the remainder of
class time was split between explanation and
directions (an average of 8% of class time)
and noninstructional activities (an average
18% of class time). Considering the emphasis teachers placed on working problems, it
seemed reasonable to use assigned problems
to describe mathematics instruction.

50% of these problems correctly. Because
most of the children in this sample entered
the fourth grade with knowledge about certain mathematical topics and not about
others, it seem valuable to distinguish between what material or topics represented
review for students and which topics should
be considered new material. To make this
distinction, each topic was examined individually. If the problems representing a particular topic (simple multiplication, for example) were solved correctly by a majority
of students, then the problems from that
topic were categorized as review problems.
If, on the other hand, only a minority of the
students solved the problems representing a
topic correctly, the problems from that topic
were categorized as new problems. Using this
classification, simple addition, complex addition, simple subtraction, complex subtraction, seriation, place value, and simple multiplication were review topics (each topic
solved correctly by at least 64% of all students), and multiplication problems of medium difficulty, all division problems, fractions, and geometry and/or measurement
were new topics (each topic solved correctly
by fewer than 42% of all students). Reliability coefficients were computed separately
for review and new topics and were found
to be .77 and .86, respectively. The pool of
review problems and the pool of new problems are separate, as can be seen by the bimodal distribution of correctly solved review
and new problems shown in Figure 1.
It should be noted that no claim is being
made that students had actually been taught
what is referred to as review material prior
to entering the fourth grade, nor that they
had not been taught what is referred to as
new material. Rather, a majority of the children in this sample already had enough
knowledge to solve the problems that are
called "review" and not enough knowledge
to solve the "new" problems.

Results and discussion
Entry-level performance

The average score on the entry-level test
for all students was 18 out of 50, or 36%
correct (SD = 6.36 problems). Individual
scores ranged from 3 to 42 correct. However, the distribution of the correctly solved
problems was uneven across topic areas.
Most of the correctly solved problems were
from topics 1 through 7 (as listed in the Appendix, i.e., simple addition, complex addition, simple subtraction, complex subtraction, seriation, place value, and simple
multiplication): an average of 79% of the 16
problems used to test children's performance on these topics were solved correctly.
Or, looked at from a different perspective,
89% of all the children solved at least 50%
of these problems correctly. In sharp contrast, of the remaining 34 problems on the
entry-level test, only an average of 5.15
problems (or 15%) were solved correctly.
Only 3% of all the children solved at least

Assigned problems

As noted previously, all textbook problems assigned in class and for homework
MARCH 1988
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FIG. 1.-Distribution of correctly solved review and new problems

throughout the entire school year were included in the tallies of the problem types.
This includes every problem the children
worked on, except those problems assigned
after the year-end test was administered.
Some problems required more than one step,
and these problems were categorized for
each step required for the solution. For example, if the book asked the student to find
two fractions to equal 1/2 and two fractions
to equal 1/3, then this problem would be
coded as four equivalent fraction problems
because the student is required to solve four
separate problems.
Teachers gave students an average of
1,682 review problems (SD = 724) and
2,945 new problems (SD = 782) to solve
over the course of the year. All teachers assigned more new problems than review
problems, but the proportion of new to re-

view problems assigned varied across the
classrooms (range = 1.17/1 to 10.07/1). For
illustrative purposes, the total number of review and new problems assigned by each
teacher is presented in Table 1. These data
also are represented graphically in Figure 2.
The data indicate that the number and
types of mathematics problems that teachers
assigned did not depend on their students'
initial mathematics knowledge. If the sample
is examined as a whole, then a clear connection does not appear to exist between
what students already knew and what they
were taught. Children began with a fair
amount of competence on review-topic
problems; as noted above, they got an average of 79% of these problems correct before any instruction during fourth grade. Although the students knew a good deal about
the review topics at the outset, most teachers
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TABLE1. Number of New and Review Problems Assigned by the Nine Teachers
Teacher

No. of
Review Problems

No. of
New Problems

Total
Problems

Ratio of
New: Review

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1,968
2,493
1,293
1,849
858
267
1,254
2,448
2,242

2,954
3,927
1,532
3,256
3,268
2,689
1,532
3,971
2,620

4,922
6,420
2,808
5,105
4,126
2,984
2,786
6,419
4,862

1.50:1
1.58:1
1.18:1
1.76:1
3.81:1
10.07:1
1.22:1
1.62:1
1.17:1

40001
3000
2000
1000
0

1

1121

131 14

5

6

7

8

9

1000
2000
3000
4000
Nev Problems
Assigned
Review Problems
Assigned
FIG. 2.-Number

of new and review problems assigned by nine teachers
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had students spend almost half of their energies (44%) on these problems. Furthermore,
across classrooms, there was a significant,
positive relationship between students'
knowledge of review topics and teachers'
=
coverage of review topics (r .63, p < .05).
Further corroboration for the notion that
teachers focused a great deal of their students' energies on review topics comes from
an analysis of when teachers introduced subtopics. Counting the first month that a
teacher introduced at least two new subtopics as the meaningful introduction of new
topics, we find that two teachers introduced
the first of the new subtopics in October,
three more teachers first introduced new
subtopics in November, one teacher introduced them in December, another teacher
in January, and two teachers waited until
February to introduce the first new subtopics. In other words, four out of the nine
teachers in this sample waited until the school
year was almost half over before introducing
new material.
As noted earlier, students correctly solved
an average of only 15% of the 34 new-topic
problems on the entry test. Yet, all of the
new topics taken together comprised only
56% of the fourth-grade curriculum across
the nine classrooms. In fact, some teachers
totally avoided certain subtopics: four teachers did not cover any difficult division problems, two did not cover any fractions, and
one did not cover any geometry and/or measurement problems. The correlation between students' initial knowledge of new
topics and teachers' coverage of that material was nonsignificant (r - .47, df = 8),
indicating that teachers did not base assignment of new material on what the students
already knew about this material. It seems
that the students' initial understanding of
the material that was to be presented during
the year had little influence on what they
were actually taught during the fourth grade,
and that some teachers ignored certain types
of problems, thereby restricting potential
learning.

421

Learningoutcomes
Two factors were considered as potential
contributors to learning outcomes: entrylevel performance and content coverage (as
an index of "treatment" or the degree of
exposure to a particular curriculum). It
seemed important to maintain the distinction between review topics and new topics
because children initially performed so differently on these two categories of problems; therefore it was likely that the contributors to learning outcomes would show
different effects for these two categories.
With this distinction intact, analyses of the
effects of the contributing factors on learning outcomes were performed.
Of relevance to the question of what factors contribute to learning outcomes is students' performance on the year-end test. The
students correctly solved 94% of the review
problems (i.e., a mean of 15 correct of the
16 review problems on the test) and 45% of
the new problems (i.e., a mean of 14.8 correct out of 33 new problems on the test).
(One of the problems on the year-end test
had to be omitted from analysis because it
was misprinted on the test form. The particular type of problem omitted was to find
an equivalent fraction.) Table 2 indicates that
performance on review problems remains
relatively high, and mean performance on
new problems has increased considerably
from entry-level performance.
The next set of analyses was done to determine how entry-level scores and problem
coverage were related to learning outcomes.
However, it is also possible that these two
variables interact. For example, it is conceivable that students who begin the year
with relatively greater knowledge of what is
to be taught may learn more than children
with very little of this knowledge if the
teacher assigns many problems. To take into
account the possibility of an interaction between students' entry levels and problem
coverage, a new variable was created by multiplying students' entry-level scores by the
number of problems assigned that were
either new or review. (The interaction be-
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TABLE 2. Mean Percents Correct and Regression Coefficients for Individual Entry-Level

Scores and Problem Coverage with Individual Year-End Performance Scores

Regression Coefficient

Average EntryLevel %
Correct

Average %
Correct on
Year-End Outcomes

Entry

Coverage

Entry X
Coverage

79
15

94
45

.87**
.98**

.83**
.43**

-.81*
-.53

Review
New
*

p < .05.
**p < .005.

tween individual students' entry-level scores
and problem coverage was used, instead of
treating entry-level and coverage independently, because coverage occurred within
classes. Therefore, every student's outcome
was judged to be a unique function of his
initial knowledge and the particular treatment, i.e., content to which he was exposed.)
A regression analysis was calculated with entry-level scores, problem coverage, and the
interaction between entry level and problem
coverage entered to account for variance in
scores on the year-end test. It is important
to examine the relative influence of these
three variables on outcome, even though one
of the variables (problem coverage) was measured at the classroom level, whereas the
other variables were measured at the student level. With this caveat in mind, separate
analyses were done for review and new material.
The three predictor variables together
accounted for 44% of the variance in yearend new scores (R = .664) and 35% of the
variance in year-end review scores (R =
.590). Concerning performance on new
problems (see Table 2), it appears that entrylevel scores and problem coverage were significant, positive contributors to the variance in year-end scores. However, the interaction between entry scores and coverage
is negatively related to year-end scores, although this relation is not significant. Looking at review problems, all three predictor
variables were significant contributors to the
variance in year-end scores. This relation to
year-end scores is positive for both entry-

level scores (standardized regression coefficient = .87, p < .001) and coverage
(standardized regression coefficient = .83,
p = .004), and negative for the interaction
between entry-level scores and coverage
(standardizedregression coefficient = -.81,
p = .013).
Although the pattern of results may seem
puzzling, it can be helpful to examine a few
cases in detail to gain a better understanding
of the interrelationships among children's
entry-level scores, problem coverage, and
outcomes. For this analysis, two classrooms
were isolated that had similar entry characteristics but different patterns of problem
assignment (and consequently a different
pattern of interaction between entry scores
and problem coverage; the specific characteristics are described below). The first criterion for selecting the comparison classes
was that the classes began the year with comparable entry scores for review and new topics (see Table 3 for entry-level and year-end
scores for each participating class). Several
classes began with either comparable review
scores or comparable new scores, but only
two classes could be located that had both
comparable review and new scores. Classes
3 and 6 began the year at about the same
level: mean review scores were 11.25 (SD =
2.1) and 12.42 (SD = 2.8), respectively (t
= 1.59, N.S.) and mean new scores were
4.54 (SD = 3.7), and 5.00 (SD = 3.5), respectively (t = .41, N.S.). Additionally, these
particular classes both came from the same
district and used the same textbook: Mathematics for Individual Achievement, from
MARCH 1988
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TABLE3. Mean Entry-Level and Year-End Scores for Each Class
Newb

Review"
Class

EntryLevel

YearEnd

EntryLevel

YearEnd

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11.8
13.0
11.3
10.3
9.9
12.4
13.6
12.0
12.3

13.6
24.0
12.1
11.6
12.4
13.4
13.8
13.9

4.5
11.1
4.5
5.1
2.6
5.0
6.3
8.6
5.2

18.4
14.2
10.7
12.4
14.8
17.8
13.6
19.5
14.9

"

16 review problems were on the entry-level and year-end tests.
"34 new problems were on the entry-level test and 33 on the year-end test.

Houghton Mifflin (Denholm, Hankins, Herrick, & Vojlko, 1981).
Classes 3 and 6 appeared to begin the
year with similar advantages (and disadvantages) but clearly did not finish the year with
the same degree of progress. A slight difference existed between Classes 3 and 6 for
year-end review scores (means were 12.12
and 13.42, and standard deviations were 1.7
and 2.0, respectively, t = 2.31, p = .03);
however, the difference in year-end new
scores was quite large (means were 10.71
and 17.84, and standard deviations were 4.1
and 7.9, respectively, t = 3.81, p < .001).
Furthermore, the teachers of these classes
differed greatly in the number and types of
problems that they assigned (see Fig. 2).
Considering that the class composition
was similar, that the classes came from the
same district (which dictated learning objectives that the two classes shared), and that
the teachers used the same textbook, the differences in year-end scores are striking. To
explore the possible causes of differential
year-end achievement, a more precise analysis of problem assignment was carried out.
When considering the review problems that
each class was asked to solve, Class 6 was
assigned very few review problems (280),
whereas Class 3 was assigned many (975),
even though the year-end performance of
Class 6 was significantly better than that of
Class 3 for review problems (reasons for this

difference are discussed below). As noted
above, the more interesting difference appears to lie in year-end performance on new
problems. Class 6 was assigned more new
problems than Class 3 (2,704 vs. 1,833).
However, Class 6 was also assigned a greater
diversity of new problems than was Class 3.
Class 3 was never assigned any difficult division, geometry and/or measurement, or
fraction problems. This pattern is in sharp
contrast to the problems assigned to Class
6, which received 146 difficult division problems, 483 geometry and/or measurement
problems, and 511 fraction problems. Understandably, Class 6 outperformed Class 3
on these problems on the year-end test (t =
5.99, p < .001), although there was no apparent difference on these problems at the
beginning of the year (t = .76, p = .45,
N.S.). Assignment of these problems (along
with supporting instruction) may account for
the superior performance of Class 6 to Class
3 on new problems at the end of the year.
An examination of the fraction problems
showed that Class 6 was assigned not only a
large number of fraction problems but also
many different types of fraction problems.
Additionally, assignment was balanced across
the different types of problems. This point
is significant because to solve a seriationfraction problem, for example, a student
must understand the general principle of
seriation (a concept that was coded as a re-
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view topic). Another example in the realm
of fractionsis multiplicationof fractions;a
student must know simple multiplication(a
review topic) in order to solve a multiplication of fractionsproblem.
Concerningtopics that both teachersassigned, Class3 wasassignedalmostthe identical number of problemsas Class 6 (1,532
and 1,549, respectively).Amongthese topics
thatboth teachersassigned,we find thatclass
3 receivedheavierassignmentin certaintopics, whereasClass6 receivedheavierassignment in other topics. For example, Classes
3 and 6 were assignedcomparablenumbers
of multiplicationproblems but not of division problems.Class3 wasassigned354 simple division problems, compared to 63 for
Class 6, but Class 3 was assigned only 108
single-digit divisor problems (which were
more difficult than simple division problems), compared to the 685 that were assigned to Class6. It appearsthat Class6 had
ample opportunity to practice simple division problems,but the simpledivisionproblems were found within the numerous difficult division problems; Class 3 also had
ample opportunity to practice simple division problems,but not withinthe context of
more difficultdivision problems.
Thisbrief and descriptivecomparisonof
two classesyields severalinterestingresults,
although the findings are only suggestive,
First,it appearsthatproblemassignmentmay
playa significantrole in learning:If a teacher
assigns more difficult problems (and presumablyprovidesaccompanyinginstruction
on how to solve those problems), students
must attempt to solve those problems. In
contrast,if a teacherassignsrelativelysimple
problems, students are unlikely to be able
to solve more difficult problems, probably
due to lack of exposure to those problems.
Second, solving difficultproblemsoften requires skillsused to solve simplerproblems;
thus studentsmayalso develop skillsused to

knowledgewillbe calledinto play,including
knowledge of simple multiplicationand of
complex addition. Third, assigningdifficult
problemsis at least partiallyin the hands of
the teacher. Recallthat the studentsin both
comparisonclasseshad similarscoreson the
test administeredat the beginning of the
year, and the teachersused the same mathematics text. Although it is clear that students' prior knowledge and the particular
text used influenceinstruction(Barr,1988),
teachers make decisions about curriculum
that are attributableto factors outside the
immediate classroom (including teachers'
beliefsaboutchildren'slearningcapabilities,
and pressures from the principal,parents,
and fellow teachers,who maybe involvedin
setting curricular agendas; see Brophy,
1982).

solve the simpler problems while they practice solving more difficult problems. For example, when multiplying a multidigit number times a multidigit number, additional

Summaryand conclusions
The goal of this study was to examine the
mathematicsproblemsthat children are assigned in the fourth grade (as an index of
what children experienced as instruction)
and to examine the effects of this problem
assignmenton learning.The studyshowsthat
some teachers assigned numerous review
problems, even though students' average
proficiency on these problems beforeany
fourth-gradeinstruction was close to 90%
(i.e., 90% of all children performed at or
above a criterion of 70%correct). In other
words,it appearsthat, in most cases, assigning numerousreviewproblemsdoes not pay
off. Teacherswho emphasizereview necessarilyprovide less instructionin new, more
complicatedtopics (e.g., fractions, or difficult division)--topicsthat appear to be appropriate concepts for fourth-grade students. It maybe time to push the curriculum
forwardat a faster pace; it seems that children are capableof learningmore than educators give them credit for. Shifting the
focus away from reviewing already learned
topics and toward more complex topics (that
may make use of the more basic topics) may
be more rewarding and more beneficial for
students.
MARCH 1988
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Appendix
Coding scheme for the assigned problems,
listed by topic'
1. Simple addition: All addition problems up to
10 + 10 (2 problems).
2. Complex addition: All addition problems with
whole numbers, except the simple addition
problems (3 problems).
3. Simple subtraction: All subtraction problems
that represent the inverse of the simple addition problems (2 problems).
4. Complex subtraction: All subtraction problems with whole numbers, where the subtrahend is greater than the minuend, except
those classified as simple subtraction (3 problems).
5. Seriation: Problems that require the child to
find a missing number within a series (2
problems).
6. Place value: Included within this topic were
several subtopics, all of which can be thought
of as problems that ask the child to tag a
value onto a symbolic, numerical representation. These subtopics included (2 problems):
a) naming the appropriate place value that
corresponds with a given numeral,
b) naming the number that corresponds with
a place value (1 problem),
c) writing the English word for an Arabic or
Roman numeral,
d) writing an Arabic or Roman numeral that
corresponds with an English number word
(1 problem), and
e) rounding.
7. Simple multiplication: All multiplication
problems up to and including 10 X 10 (2
problems).
8. Multiplication problems of medium difficulty, which can be described as both (7
problems):
a) one multiple-digit number multiplied by
one single-digit number (and vice versa);
and
b) difficult multiplication problems, which
were defined as problems with a multipledigit number multiplied by a multiple-digit
number.
9. Division problems including (10 problems):
a) simple division problems, which can be
thought of as the inverse of the simple
multiplication problems;
b) division problems of medium difficulty,
defined as problems in which the divisors
are single-digit numbers and are not considered simple division problems (as described above); and
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c) difficult division problems; that is, division
problems in which the divisor is a multipledigit number.
10. Fractions, defined as any problem that requires the student to do any of the following
(10 problems):
a) identify fractions,
b) divide a whole into fractional pieces,
c) find an equivalent fraction,
d) identify the missing fraction in a series, or
e) operate with fractions (i.e., add, subtract,
multiply or divide with a fraction).
11. Geometry and measurement, which included
(6 problems):
a) naming or identifying geometric figures,
b) computing the perimeter or area of a figure,
c) reading graphs to locate a coordinate point
or number, and
d) all problems of measurement.
(Geometry and measurement were considered together as one subtopic because many of the prob.
lems in this category represented the intersection
of geometry and measurement, e.g., computing
the perimeter or area of a figure.)

Notes
Address communications to Michelle Perry,
University of Michigan, Developmental Psychology, 3402 Mason Hall, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
Portions of this paper were presented as a part
of a symposium on Mathematics Instruction and
Learning at the meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago, April
1985. This research was funded by a grant from
the Spencer Foundation awarded to Rebecca Barr
and Robert Dreeben. Partial support was also
provided for the author by NICHD grant number
2R01HD1861703 to Susan Goldin-Meadow. I
appreciate the helpful comments of Rebecca Barr,
James Stigler, Michael Seltzer, and several anonymous reviewers on earlier versions of this paper.
1. Topics are indicated by Arabic numerals
and subtopics are indicated by lowercase letters.
The numbers in parentheses are the number of
problems of that subtopic that appeared on the
entry-level and year-end tests.
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